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Members of the Romance Lives Forever Reader Group receive Bro, the Story Behind the Antonello Brothers, plus:

**Tarthian Tour Company Top Stops, Romance Lives Forever Reader Group Edition**

In Top Stops, you'll discover which planet was the first to be created by the Terraformers Circle of Fellowship, and which planets have mysterious ruins known as the "Gates of Life." Do the ruins point to visitation by aliens, or settlement by common ancestors? The powerful Thieves' Guild is explored, along with a visit to Sanity IV -- a planet torn apart, harvested to build new worlds. All roads lead to Tarth, the Empire's capitol and shining star... plus much more.

**Thirty Days of Chaos: Illustrated Quotes by Pietas**

The most powerful of all the immortal Ultras, Pietas ap Lorectic rules his people with an iron fist and a heart of stone. Or so he would have you believe. The man behind the myth is a scientist, deep thinker, brilliant strategist, and passionate lover. He has shared his thoughts on chaos with few. This book is a collection of quotes on the concept by the man known to other immortals as the Bringer of Chaos.
Dedication
For those who have yet to discover the places, characters and creatures of the Tarthian Empire, I bid you welcome.

Visit Tarth
I hope this book will encourage you to visit the Tarthian Empire. You can pop over to my website, grab a book and step into the worlds of Tarth at any time. I'm currently building exclusive links into the world of Tarth only for members of my Romance Lives Forever Reader Group. Join today and be first to see new members-only material.
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Who are all these people?

Who's Who on Tarth, A Treasure of Characters is a complete listing of the people and places that make up the Tarthian Empire. From the first book to the last, this treasure map of names includes books currently in print and previously published.
Long before I wrote my first book, I created ten thousand-plus years of future history. Why? Because I wanted to write a coherent series. This book of characters is taken from my research and story bible. It contains material I used to create the universe of my books. Included are secrets behind character names and insights into their stories.

### Military and Ships

Some ships are in more than one book. This list is in alphabetical order by ship name.

**Acheron Mneeth** Tyran Sleepliner

*C-1* Luc Saint-Cyr's private ship (this a designation only, as the ship is part of a fleet owned by Saint-Cyr)

*Ceroman Hethen* Tyran Sleepliner

**Crossfire** Luc Saint-Cyr's private ship, built on the Crossfire propulsion system (a misnomer to throw off rivals who seek to gain access to the technology)

**Jalane** All People's Liberation Army Ship (named for one of my beta readers and later editors)

**Le Persequor** Pietas ap Lorectic's ship (the name means the Persecutor)

**Manc'eor Neth'e** Tyran Sleepliner

**Sanctuary** Reborn Ship (Mahikos ap Lorectic's ship)

**Usurper** Imperial Armada Ship, used by Empress Destoiya

**Vandal** All People’s Liberation Army Ship

### Starport Locations

**Kelthia** Starhaven Leojnamij (The name Leojnamij is taken from the names of my sons backwards (Jamin, Joel). The repetition of the letter J fits the place where it exists (Miraj City).

**Tarth** Empire Central

**Ezraki** Stargrounds

**Felidae** *Tahkee Ashnrrah* ("House of Big Wings" in Ruh City) In the book *For Women Only*, the hero says the name makes it sound like a place to eat chicken.
Books Mentioned

NOTE: A few characters are listed who have not yet appeared by name in books. They are listed so that this section will jive with subsequent editions of this book should they be necessary.

This version refers to material in *At the Mercy of Her Pleasure*, *For Women Only*, *Wulf*, *Tales of the Chosen*, *Alitus*, *Tales of books* *The Last Vhalgenn*, *Trailing Kaiwulf*, and *Human Perfect* have brief mention, but take place outside the Empire.

Characters may be human, non-human, android, and animal. If they are named within a current or previously published book, the book is listed using the abbreviations listed below. This list was current at the time of publication, and is subject to change with subsequent books.

When a character is named for a real-world person, or their name holds some particular significance, I have noted it.

Abbreviations used in this book

The following is a list of abbreviations used in the character list. Only current or previously published books are listed, not future ones.

AB1= *At the Mercy of Her Pleasure* (Antonello Brothers 1)
AB2= *For Women Only* (Antonello Brothers 2)
*FMH=* *Forbid My Heart*
*SL=* *Surrender Love*
TotcA= *Alitus, Tales of the Chosen*
TotcJ= *Jawk, Tales of the Chosen*
TotcW= *Wulf, Tales of the Chosen*
PGP = Preferred gender pronoun if non-gendered or different from gender
* Books previously in print - now coming soon in new editions

How to Read this List

Characters are alphabetized by first name. The designation "Future character" means the person is planned for a future book, or can be found in references on my website.
Mortal Characters in the Books

Name: Ahnee Chan
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): Tyran
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Lucsondis executive, Vice-President Stunts and Martial Arts Division
Book: SL

Name: Ahteela Kayl Ceeow
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Father to Izzorah Ceeow, brother-in-law to Mynkoh Ceeow, uncle to Fletch and Trey Ceeow
Book: Future character

Name: Altaschith (Alta) MacGregor
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Deceased
Function: married to Rocha Fasra, mother of Talyn MacGregor
Book: AB1

Name: Andy
Gender: Non-gendered or Androgynous (PGP: he)
Type of Being (Presumed): Android
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Reporter
Function: DNN android newscaster (Droid News Network)
Book: SL
Name: Anne Cain
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Artist
Function: her parents worked on the FIST with parents of Alitus Vivaldi, art displayed at Yutai Art. This is also the name of the real world artist Anne Cain. Her art is on display on my website as if it were a gallery in the Tarthian Empire. She created the cover for the first edition of Surrender Love. Name and art used with permission.
Book: TotcA, TotcJ

Name: Anwyd
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: follower of Chynk Ceeow
Book: SL

Name: Bold Romanesque
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Android
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Musician, Iron Soul
Function: performer with rock group Iron Soul
Book: TotcJ, SL

Name: Byrin Arual
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any): Serves Dessy
Role: Jade
Function: Groom who coordinates and manages the Stable (of Jades) for Empress Destoiya
Book: TotcA
Name: Cha Kayl
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Married to Stahndiya Fasra, he is the father of Gelina and Tovar. Good natured and loving, through his social work, he was instrumental in convincing the Pride Council to recruit families to adopt Tyran children after a natural disaster left thousands orphaned.
Book: Future character

Name: Chad Broxus
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: APLA
Function: Lieutenant in APLA, reports to NarrAy Jorlan
Book: AB1

Name: Chad
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Terran
Function: Shibboleth, Inc. employee, works for Luc Saint-Cyr on Earth
Book: TotcJ

Name: Chan Ruh
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Mother of children who were abused in AB2, married to Sahn
Book: AB2
**Name: Chesserlee Ceeow**
Gender: Male  
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Deceased  
Function: Izzorah Ceeow's cousin and benefactor  
Book: SL

**Name: Chi**
Gender: Female  
Type of Being (Presumed): Tyran  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Model, has worked with Wulf in many features  
Function: Friend, Family, Background character  
Book: TotcW

**Name: Chynk Ceeow**
Gender: Male  
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Friend, Family, Background character  
Function: Izzorah Ceeow's cousin  
Book: SL

**Name: Corran Breland**
Gender: Non-gendered or Androgynous (PGP: he)  
Type of Being (Presumed): Chiasmii  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Jade  
Function: Jade to Empress Destoiya  
Book: Future character
**Name: Dahnsangwa (Sangwa) Ceeow**
Gender: Male  
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Friend, Family, Background character  
Function: Older brother to Izzorah Ceeow, this character has not been mentioned by name so far  
Book: FMH

**Name: Dallon Ruh**
Gender: Male  
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Deceased  
Function: brother to Mehfawni Ruh, killed by Falehla tzesar, who blamed her mate. The mate was executed for Dallon's murder.  
Book: AB2, SL, FMH

**Name: Dei Koplow**
Gender: Female  
Type of Being (Presumed): Human  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Friend, Family, Background character  
Function: President, Bank of Tarth  
Book: Future character

**Name: Dennis Eldrin**
Gender: Male  
Type of Being (Presumed): Human  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Actor  
Function: Actor who portrays Ran Holding, resembles Luc  
Book: SL
**Name: Dhia Ruh**
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Praetorian
Function: Senior Praetorian, reports to Empress Destoiya
Book: AB1, AB2, TotcA

**Name: Dreena Fasra**
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Ambassador
Function: Kin Ambassador to Tarth
Book: AB2

**Name: Drustin Ruh**
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Mother to Mehfawni and Dallon Ruh, married to Mehrenn Fasra Ruh
Book: AB2, SL

**Name: Ehldani Ruh**
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Deceased (former *tzesarki*)
Function: Grandmother to Mehfawni and Dallon Ruh, Senth Antonello (ordered his death at birth), signer of original treaty with Tarthian Empire
Book: AB2, SL
Name: Ehrstahn (Stahn, also Stahnee) Fasra
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Musician
Function: Cousin to Mehfawni, Izzorah, Tovar. Named after his godmother, Stahndiya Fasra, Tovar's mother. Stahn is a lyricist and singer, and will feature prominently in a future book.
Book: AB2

Name: Elfman (no first name noted)
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Police or other city official
Function: Labor Board officer
Book: SL

Name: Encie Falehla
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: APLA
Function: Lieutenant in APLA, reports to NarrAy Jorlan, assists HalfKin in escaping Felidae and suspected as a murderer for helping them disappear
Book: AB1

Name: Fasi Ruh
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Elder in the Ruh clan, she cared for Sileenya Antonello and Khyff Antonello (when he was a young child), and saved Senth Antonello’s life at birth by giving him to slavers. She entered Senth Antonello's name in the clan histories, thereby guaranteeing him an inheritance with the Ruh
Book: AB2
Name: Febreya Andrus  
Gender: Male  
Type of Being (Presumed): Human  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Jade  
Function: Jade to Empress Destoiya, well trusted by her  
Book: TotcJ  

Name: Feeyona Joie  
Gender: Female  
Type of Being (Presumed): Human  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Friend, Family, Background character  
Function: Photoborg at Lucsondis, former model, friend of Wulf's  
Book: TotcW, TotcJ, SL  

Name: Flea (Titus Philemon) Jameson  
Gender: Male  
Type of Being (Presumed): Human  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Friend, Family, Background character  
Function: Kelthian, grew up in House of Roget with Jean-Paul Suixel. Current Director. Aided Jean-Paul in adopting Sylk Suixel, Arcane Master Thief, is aware Luc Saint-Cyr has lived more than one life but keeps his secret  
Book: Future character  

Name: Fletch Ceeow  
Gender: Male  
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Friend, Family, Background character  
Function: Izzorah Ceeow's cousin, brother to Trey, nephew to Mynkoh Ceeow  
Book: SL
Name: Gavin Thomas
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any): Chosen
Role: Deceased
Function: grandfather of Wulf
Book: SL

Name: Gelina Fasra
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Musician, Wind and Thunder
Function: Singer for Wind and Thunder, cousin to Izzorah Ceeow
Book: AB2

Name: Gnat (Jean-Paul) Suixel
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Arcane master thief, adoptive father of Sylk, Arcane Master Thief, is aware Luc Saint-Cyr has lived more than one life but keeps his secret
Book: AB1, AB2, TotcW, SL

Name: Grant Hawke
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Jade
Function: Jade to Empress Destoiya
Book: Future character
Name: Grib
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Tyran
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Servant to Alitus, his horns are *dinwa* (downturned). He was murdered by Empress Destoiya because she thought him complicit in Alitus's (supposed) death
Book: TotcA, TotcJ

Name: Hal Blythe
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Deceased
Function: Fathered Khyff Antonello, abusive, prostituted Khyff's mother to Kin, and when she became pregnant he abandoned her on Felidae
Book: AB2

Name: Han Ruh
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Abused child
Book: AB2

Name: Icia Teoh
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Book: TotcJ, TotcW, SL
**Name: James Stalkos**  
Gender: Male  
Type of Being (Presumed): Human  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Friend, Family, Background character  
Function: Enemy of Luc Saint-Cyr, former slave master of Khyff Antonello, imprisoned for abusing Khyff  
Book: AB1

**Name: Janitt**  
Gender: Female  
Type of Being (Presumed): Human  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Friend, Family, Background character  
Function: Sister to TJ, As part of a ploy by Alitus Vivaldi, she let Khyff Antonello think he had slept with her when in fact he had been unconscious  
Book: AB2, TotcA

**Name: Jarod**  
Gender: Male  
Type of Being (Presumed): Human  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Friend, Family, Background character  
Function: Assistant to Alitus Vivaldi, later Assistant to Empress Destoiya, poisoned cloth of Better veils, resulting in thousands of deaths across the empire  
Book: TotcA, TotcJ

**Name: Jawk Brighton**  
Gender: Male  
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin  
Relationship to Immortals (if any): Chosen  
Role: Friend, Family, Background character  
Function: waiter at Batchelors, student at Tarth Technical College, had a ménage with Luc Saint-Cyr and Wulf Gabriel and an affair with Luc  
Book: TotcW, SL
**Name: Jean Camui**  
Gender: Female  
Type of Being (Presumed): Human  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Terran  
Function: Employee of Camui's, a company owned by Luc Saint-Cyr. Named for my Romance Lives Forever group moderator, Jean Paquin, who is also one of my editors, and a good friend. Name used with permission.  
Book: TotcJ

**Name: Jessy Camui**  
Gender: Female  
Type of Being (Presumed): Human  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Terran  
Function: Employee of Camui's, a company owned by Luc Saint-Cyr. Named after a fan of the series.  
Book: TotcJ

**Name: Jo**  
Gender: Male  
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Friend, Family, Background character  
Function: Owner of KinSkin, and Jo's - a Kin male salon, friend of Luc Saint-Cyr's  
Book: SL

**Name: Joe**  
Gender: Non-gendered or Androgynous (PGP = he)  
Type of Being (Presumed): Android  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Friend, Family, Background character  
Function: Coffee server at Lucsondis  
Book: SL
**Name: Jones**
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Police or other city official
Function: Policeman who aids Luc Saint-Cyr in rescuing Izzorah Ceeow
Book: SL

**Name: Jyden**
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): HalfKin
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Jade
Function: Jade to Empress Destoiya
Book: Future character

**Name: Kamarr Chaffer**
Gender: Non-gendered or Androgynous (PGP = he)
Type of Being (Presumed): Chiasmii
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: news anchor at DNN (Droid News Network)
Book: TotcA, SL

**Name: Kanada Talliaraian**
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Lucsondis employee, Holofilm Director
Book: TotcJ
**Name: Kata Marasova**
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Assistant to Mehfawni, she betrayed her to Empress Destoiya, and betrayed Destoiya to Ehldani Ruh to protect her brother
Book: AB2

**Name: Khyff Antonello**
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role:
Function: Half brother of Luc Saint-Cyr's adopted son Senth Antonello, considered a "son" by Luc, married to Mehfawni Ruh, Khyff is a Lucsondis employee. I have always loved the character Lord Khym from the Chanur series by CJ Cherryh, and decided if I ever wrote a book I would name a character after him. The Chanur were feline creatures. I thought it would be a fun twist that my character is both fearful of cats, and hates the Kin, a race of feline creatures. Naturally, I made his heroine a Kin.
Book: AB1, AB2, TotcA, TotcJ, TotcW, SL

**Name: Kimathra Fasra**
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Deceased
Function: Signer of original treaty with Tarthian Empire, friend to Izzorah Ceeow when he was a child
Book: AB2, FMH

**Name: Kory Askkot**
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Musician, Kumwhatmay
Function: Lead singer of Kumwhatmay, close friend of Izzorah Ceeow
Book: SL
**Name: Kraftig Fasra**  
Gender: Female  
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Tzesar  
Function: Daughter of Kimathra Fasra, not content to overthrow her mother's rule as *tzesar* of the Fasra clan and rule in her place, she also had her mother's name stricken from the clan histories, hated and feared, first *tzesar* ever to abdicate rule – she stepped aside after her friend Ehldani Ruh was executed, and gave over rule to Kzdareece Fasra  
Book: SL

**Name: Kzdareese Fasra**  
Gender: Female  
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Tzesar  
Function: Precocious young female leader elected as *tzesar* of Fasra clan at age 12 (mentioned in *For Women Only*, but not by Name)  
Book: AB2

**Name: L Givens**  
Gender: Female  
Type of Being (Presumed): Human  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Artist  
Function: work displayed at Dark Neon, she loans her apartment to Alitus and Wulf for their affair. Named for artist Laura Givens. Her art is on display on my website as if it were a gallery in the Tarthian Empire. Name and art used with permission.  
Book: TotcJ

**Name: Lahwintahka (Win) Ceeow**  
Gender: Male  
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Friend, Family, Background character  
Function: Uncle to Izzorah Ceeow, father to Trey and Fletch, breeder for Soffyn Aleksay  
Book: Future character
Name: Lef Ardleigh
Gender: Non-gendered or Androgynous (PGP = he)
Type of Being (Presumed): Chiasmii
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Jade
Function: Jade to Empress Destoiya, altered in experiment - his voice creates harmonics
Book: TotcA

Name: Liu Alderon
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): Chiasmii
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Client of Khyff's (in alley in AB1), works for Luc Saint-Cyr
Book: Future character

Name: Mahlwyn
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Follower of Chynk Ceeow
Book: SL

Name: Malenkoff (Doctor)
Gender:
Type of Being (Presumed): Better
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Alitus Vivaldi impersonation for obtaining aid from TJ and Janitt (named for the doctor who delivered Alitus as a baby)
Book: TotcA
Name: Marielynn Mead  
Gender: Female  
Type of Being (Presumed): Human  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Friend, Family, Background character  
Function: Luc Saint-Cyr's personal assistant  
Book: TotcA, TotcJ, TotcW, SL

Name: Maxwell  
Gender: Male  
Type of Being (Presumed): Human  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Friend, Family, Background character  
Function: Lucsondis Personnel director  
Book: SL

Name: Mehfawni (Fawni) Ruh  
Gender: Female  
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role:  
Function: Izzorah Ceeow's cousin, married to Khyff Antonello, ambassador to Tarth, eetzesar of Ruh clan  
Book: AB2, TotcJ, SL, FMH

Name: Mehrenn Fasra Ruh  
Gender: Male  
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Friend, Family, Background character  
Function: father to Mehfawni and Dallon Ruh, married to Drustin  
Book: AB2, SL
**Name: Miliyana Fasra**  
Gender: Female  
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Musician, Wind and Thunder  
Function: Singer for Wind and Thunder, cousin to Izzorah Ceeow and Tovar Fasra  
Book: AB2

**Name: Mortay Wahn**  
Gender: Male  
Type of Being (Presumed): Unknown  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Friend, Family, Background character  
Function: Legendary hero, rescues Kin males in dire situations. Considered by most to be Luc Saint-Cyr (he assists Mortay Wahn and knows who it is)  
Book: TotcJ, SL

**Name: Myel Zhkarr**  
Gender: Female  
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Ambassador  
Function: Ambassador to Tarth  
Book: AB2

**Name: Mynkoh Ceeow (Mynnayrkohi)**  
Gender: Female  
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Friend, Family, Background character  
Function: Izzorah Ceeow's maternal aunt, a Lucsondis employee  
Book: TotcJ, SL, FMH
**Name: NarrAy Joran-Antonello**
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): Better
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: APLA
Function: Captain in APLA, married to Senth Antonello. NarrAy rescued Khyff from the Empress and accidentally addicted him to her pheromones. Joran was the name of a favorite character in *Ritual of Proof*, a book by Dara Joy.
Book: AB1, AB2, TotcA, SL

**Name: Nhyx (Doctor)**
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Tyran
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Doctor
Function: Doctor who cared for Senth Antonello at Kelthian General
Book: AB2

**Name: Nij**
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Waiter at Batchelors, ran an underground prostitution ring at the restaurant, student at Tarth Technical College, friend of Jawk's
Book: TotcJ

**Name: Nihquohshae (Shay) Ceeow**
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Mother to Izzorah Ceeow, sister to Mynkoh Ceeow, aunt to Fletch and Trey Ceeow
Book: Future character
**Name: Nim Rubeus**
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Known as the "Wandering Artist" he was responsible for documenting the Tarthian Tour Company sites. His work can be seen in the Tarthian Empire Companion book. (Art is by Jamin Allen, son of Kayelle Allen)
Book: Future character

**Name: Onys Alderon**
Gender: Non-gendered or Androgynous (PGP = phe)
Type of Being (Presumed): Chiasmii
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Child born during Sabbath Experiment, reared with Talyn MacGregor, rescued by Som O'Venna, unrelated to Liu or Keren Alderon, but given their last name by O'Venna as a sign of respect to them. Som suspects child is a Changeling, but hides this fact from other immortals
Book: AB1

**Name: Paul Stenner**
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Doctor
Function: Doctor hired for free clinic
Book: SL

**Name: Paytha Lanidrac**
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Jade
Function: Jade to Empress Destoiya (youngest)
Book: Future character
**Name: Pellen Morianni**
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any): Role: Musician, Kumwhatmay
Function: Group member Kumwhatmay
Book: SL

**Name: Rahvon Ruh**
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin
Relationship to Immortals (if any): Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Fathered Senth, son of Ehldani Ruh, forsook his family to join the Imperial Armada
Book: AB2

**Name: Rheman**
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Tyran
Relationship to Immortals (if any): Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Dancer at Chocolate Works
Book: AB2

**Name: Ridell Fasra**
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin
Relationship to Immortals (if any): Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Follower of Chynk Ceeow
Book: SL
**Name: Rocha Fasra-MacGregor**
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Deceased
Function: brother to Ruffhaus Fasra, father to Talyn, married to Altaschith (Alta) MacGregor
Book: AB1

**Name: Rokko**
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Thieves' Guild
Function: Petty thief hired by James Stalkos, killed by Senth Antonello, who was defending himself. His death was made to look like an accident to protect Senth.
Book: AB1

**Name: Rooshkah**
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Dancer at Chocolate Works, he is a favorite of Ambassador Dreena Fasra
Book: AB2

**Name: Rorn Jhareen-deLaney**
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Praetorian
Function: brother to Tahll Jhareen, married to daughter of Tonio deLaney, Praetorian
Book: AB2
**Name: Rudolf Brakovsky**  
Gender: Male  
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Jade  
Function: Jade to Empress Destoiya, dancer, impersonates Alitus Vivaldi to aid him  
Book: TotcA, TotcJ

**Name: Ruffhaus Fasra**  
Gender: Female  
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: APLA, former Praetorian  
Function: Kin revolutionary, former Chief of Security to Empress Destoiya, sister to Rocha Fasra MacGregor, aunt to Talyn MacGregor. Betrayed the empress after Destoiya attacked her brother, lover of Stealth Keheyl  
Book: APLA, AB1, AB2, TotcA

**Name: Sahn Keheyl Ruh**  
Gender: Male  
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Friend, Family, Background character  
Function: Married to cousin of Mehfawni Ruh, father of Han and Sahnlee Ruh, married to Chan Ruh, cousin and close friend of Tovar Fasra and Mehrenn Fasra Ruh  
Book: AB2

**Name: Sahnlee Ruh**  
Gender: Male  
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Friend, Family, Background character  
Function: Abused child  
Book: AB2
Name: Sami
Gender: Non-gendered or Androgynous (PGP = he)
Type of Being (Presumed): Android
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Chef, worker at Batchelors
Book: TotcJ

Name: Sander Vabalas
Gender: Non-gendered or Androgynous (PGP = he)
Type of Being (Presumed): Chiasmii
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Jade
Function: Former Jade of Empress Destoiya, owner of Sander's, wrote a best-selling exposé called *The Imperial Bed* detailing his many sexual escapades in the Stable.
Book: AB1, AB2, TotcJ

Name: Senavria Falehla
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Musician, Ahneesah Kin
Function: Member Ahneesah Kin, Twin sister to Veleid Falehla
Book: Future character

Name: Senth Antonello (Senthys)
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): HalfKin
Relationship to Immortals (if any): adopted son of Luc Saint-Cyr
Role: Friend, Family, Background character, Thieves' Guild
Function: Luc Saint-Cyr's adopted son, married to NarrAy Jorlan, *Deshai* (mentee) to Luc Saint-Cyr, Thieves' Guild Levels: 19 in *At the Mercy of Her Pleasure*, 21 in *For Women Only*, 24 in *Surrender Love*
Book: AB1, AB2, TotcA, TotcJ, TotcW, SL
**Name: Seren Fasra**  
Gender: Female  
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Friend, Family, Background character  
Function: Aunt to Mehfawni Ruh, mother to Ehrstahn Fasra  
Book: AB2

**Name: Shaik**  
Gender: Male  
Type of Being (Presumed): Human  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Musician, Kumwhatmay  
Function: Group member Kumwhatmay  
Book: SL

**Name: Shohn Lexius**  
Gender: Female  
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin  
Relationship to Immortals (if any): Chosen  
Role: Friend, Family, Background character  
Function: Luc Saint-Cyr has requested as Chosen, idBot executive, senior security liaison to Luc, often assists him on covert missions, highly trusted  
Book: TotcW, SL, FMH

**Name: Sileenya Antonello**  
Gender: Female  
Type of Being (Presumed): Human  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Deceased  
Function: mother of Khyff and Senth Antonello  
Book: AB2
Name: Sitra Valend  
Gender: Female  
Type of Being (Presumed): Human  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Friend, Family, Background character  
Function: Editor, Top Talent Ezine  
Book: Future character

Name: Soli  
Gender: Male  
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Friend, Family, Background character  
Function: Baby Kin, sick with Minere, son of Teef, rescued by Izzorah Ceeow (who contacted Luc Saint-Cyr for help), child was healed by Angus Nanchonta, was instigating factor for creating a free clinic for Kin children  
Book: SL

Name: Stahndiya Fasra  
Gender: Female  
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: Friend, Family, Background character  
Function: Mother of Tovar and Gelina Fasra. Through the influence of her mate, she agreed to adopt Tyran children after a natural disaster on Tyris left thousands orphaned.  
Book: Future character

Name: Stealth Keheyl  
Gender: Male  
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin  
Relationship to Immortals (if any):  
Role: APLA, former Praetorian  
Function: Lover of Ruffhaus Fasra, Lieutenant in rebel army  
Book: AB1, AB2
Name: Sylk Suixel
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Thieves' Guild
Function: Deshai (mentee) to Gnat Suixel and Flea Jameson, adopted by them at age four, shows Senth Antonello how to open a Vassindorf in *At the Mercy of Her Pleasure*
Book: AB1, AB2, SL

Name: Tagitt
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Pregnant breeder within Drustin Ruh's household
Book: AB2

Name: Tahll Jhareen
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Praetorian
Function: Lieutenant in the armada, brother to Rorn Jhareen-deLaney, delivers news of Khyff Antonello’s capture and ransom demands from Empress Destoiya to Senth Antonello and Luc Saint-Cyr
Book: AB1

Name: Talhart Brighton
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Praetorian
Function: Jawk’s father, cast out of the Armada for a political incident involving kidnap of a Kin Breeder (Vandi)
Book: TotcJ, SL
Name: Talyn MacGregor
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): HalfKin
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: APLA
Function: Orphaned daughter of Rocha Fasra and Altaschith (Alta) MacGregor, cared for by Som O’Venna, reared with Onys Aldebon
Book: AB1, AB2

Name: Tark
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Musician, Kumwhatmay
Function: Group member Kumwhatmay
Book: SL

Name: Teef
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Follower of Chynk Ceeow, father of Soli
Book: SL

Name: Tehya Camui
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Terran
Function: Employee of Camui's, a company owned by Luc Saint-Cyr on Earth (Named after an early fan of the series.)
Book: TotcJ

Name: Thomas Gabriel
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any): Chosen
Role: Deceased
Function: Father of Wulf Gabriel, Chosen to Luc Saint-Cyr. He was murdered during an armed robbery of his home when Wulf was ten years old. Thomas was named after Neene Saint-Thomas (one of Luc Saint-Cyr's previous roles).
Book: TotcA, TotcJ, TotcW, SL

**Name: TJ**
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Sister to Janitt, As part of a ploy by Alitus Vivaldi, she let Khyff Antonello think he had slept with her when in fact he had been unconscious. (Named after an early fan of the series.)
Book: AB2, TotcA

**Name: Tonio deLaney**
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any): Chosen
Role: Thieves' Guild, Head of the Chosen Council
Function: Grand Master of Thieves' Guild, Head of Chosen Council, mentor to Senth Antonello, friend of Luc Saint-Cyr
Book: AB1, TotcJ

**Name: Tovar Fasra**
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Musician, Wind and Thunder
Function: Drummer for Wind and Thunder, best-selling songwriter, has a conference room named after him at Lucsondis Entertainment, cousin to Mehfawni Ruh and Izzorah Ceeow
Book: AB2, TotcJ, SL

**Name: Trey Ceeow**
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Izzorah Ceeow's cousin, brother to Fletch, nephew to Mynkoh Ceeow
Book: SL
Name: Trey
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Android
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Servant in the Stable (of Jades), assigned to Khyff
Book: AB1

Name: Trink Vandermeer
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: owner of Batchelors, married to Yvan Ellory
Book: AB2, TotcJ, TotcW, SL

Name: Triss
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Android
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Servant in the Stable (of Jades), assigned to Khyff
Book: AB1

Name: Ronn-haad Van Damme
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Lucsondis executive, President of Stunts and Martial Arts Division
Book: SL

Name: Vandi Brighton
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Mother of Jawk, a breeder, married to Talhart Brighton
Book: TotcJ
**Name: Veleid Falehla**
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Musician, Ahneesah Kin
Function: Member Ahneesah Kin, Twin sister to Senavria Falehla
Book: Future character

**Name: Wulf Gabriel**
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any): Chosen
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Luc Saint-Cyr's former lover, married to Alitus Vivaldi (The character was named after the hero in my favorite Helen Kirkland book *Forbidden*.)
Book: AB1, AB2, TotcA, TotcJ, TotcW, SL

**Name: Yvan Ellory**
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Friend, Family, Background character
Function: Owner of Batchelors, married to Trink Vandermeer
Book: AB2, TotcJ, TotcW, SL

**Name: Zylna Falehla**
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin
Relationship to Immortals (if any):
Role: Tzesar
Function: Tzesar of Falehla, married briefly to Dallon Ruh, framed one of her mates for Dallon's murder
Book: AB2, SL, FMH
Animal Characters

A few animals are named in the books. Those unnamed animals mentioned in passing (for example, a cat which enters the room in For Women Only) are not listed here.

Name: Fireshade
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): Dragon
Relationship to Immortals (if any): Dessy ap Lorectic's shapeshifted self
Role: Shapeshifter
Function: 50' tall, ruby colored with silver eyes, can summon cold and heat
Book mentioned: TotcA

Name: Stormsinger
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Dragon
Relationship to Immortals (if any): Pietas ap Lorectic's shapeshifted self
Role: Shapeshifter
Function: one of Pietas ap Lorectic's shapeshifting incarnations. The animal is dragon about 60' (18 m) tall, bluish pearl-colored with turquoise eyes, can summon storms
Book mentioned: TotcA

Name: Purkinje
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Horse (Kopperen, aka draft horse)
Relationship to Immortals (if any): owned by Izzorah Ceeow
Role: Pet, transportation
Function: Given to Izzorah by his mother, a Kopperen (similar to Shire horse) twenty-one hands high, dark brown with a white star on his forehead, a brown mane and tail, and white feathers. Izzorah claims to have sold the horse at least twice, to different people each time, prompting Luc to question the story
Book mentioned: SL, FMH
**Name: Tiklaus**

Gender: Male

Type of Being (Presumed): Panther

Relationship to Immortals (if any):

Role: Pet, companion

Function: Pietas ap Lorectic's pet. Referred to as a panther, Tiklaus is actually a black jaguar. His background color is a dark brown with small rosettes made of dark brown dots, with additional dots randomly appearing within the overall rosettes. He appears black. He is a protector and companion to the immortal. He hunts in water as well as trees and underbrush, and is a good swimmer. He is strong enough to drag an adult up a tree. A common rumor concerning him is that Tiklaus is a shapeshifter who is enslaved to Pietas. He is usually found in the throne room aboard *Le Perseguor*, although he has accompanied Pietas on trips to various worlds. Sempervians view him as a protector, guardian, and companion to the immortal. He often eats in the throne room, and has been known to devour people. Fierce, quick to come between Pietas and anyone approaching him, he is docile around his master, and rests against Pietas's feet. Pietas hand-feeds him at times and has offered his blood-covered hand for the panther to lick.

Book mentioned: TotcA, TotcJ
**Sempervian (Immortal) Characters**

Sempervians are Ultra-humans (immortals) created by humans. Isolated and imprisoned on the planet Sempervia, they survived for thousands of years. One group was so blood-thirsty and impossible to control that once the imprisoned Ultras could remove them from their midst, they exiled them to another planet in the Sempervian system. One hundred and one of these were later deemed too great a threat, were put into stasis, and set adrift in a ship bound for the edge of the galaxy. They escaped their stasis pods and commandeered the ship. They later adopted the name Sempervian to ensure humans would know who they were. Unknown to them, humans had lost track of the history of the Ultras and were unaware of the meaning.

NOTE: Characters designated as "Reborn" are immortals who were exiled to the planet Sempervia, but were never exiled from it.

**Name: Alitus Vivaldi**
- Gender: Male
- Type of Being (Presumed): Better
- Type of Immortal: Changeling
- Peril Role: Chosen, later immortal
- Function: Former lover of Empress Destoiya; served as her Jade (pleasure slave). Served her during an attempted coup and was freed. Became her personal assistant, and is now minister of imperial intelligence. Married to Wulf Gabriel. Minister of Imperial Intelligence
- Book: AB1, AB2, TotcA, TotcJ, TotcW, SL

**Name: Angus (Chon) Nanchonta**
- Gender: Male
- Type of Being (Presumed): Human
- Type of Immortal: Healer
- Peril Role: Neutral
- Function: Healer by nature, long-time friend of Luc Saint-Cyr, lover of Dessy ap Lorectic
- Book: TotcJ, SL, FMH

**Name: Belgrahdis Soone**
- Gender: Male
- Type of Being (Presumed): Human
- Type of Immortal: Daze
- Peril Role: Active outside the empire
- Function: Once captured by humans after donating blood, twin brother to Taella
- Book: SL
Name: Cyken Tomarus
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Type of Immortal: Warrior
Peril Role: Base
Function: Base for Luc Saint-Cyr
Book: TotcA, TotcJ, TotcW, AB2, SL

Name: Cyr de Typhin
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Type of Immortal: Warrior
Peril Role: Laborer
Function: Luc Saint-Cyr role, created bridges, roads, dams, parks, and more throughout Tarthian Empire
Book: TotcA, TotcJ, TotcW, AB1

Name: Dessy ap Lorectic
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Type of Immortal: Shapeshifter
Peril Role: Base
Function: Base for Empress Rheyn Destoiya
Book: AB2, TotcA, SL

Name: Destine Pietan
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Type of Immortal: Shapeshifter
Peril Role: Conqueror
Function: As empress of the Tarthian Empire, she created the tradestandard system. A stadium is named for her in modern Tarth City
Book: TotcW, TotcA, TotcJ, AB1, SL
Name: Eliot Taral
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Type of Immortal: Beguile
Peril Role: Artist
Function: Famous in the Tarthian Empire by crushing gems and mixing them liberally into clear based paint. His style was much copied. He also encrusted the famous Dragon Throne, used by Empress Destoiya during her yearly Dragon Court.
Book: TotcA

Name: Erryq d'Shoreyh
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Type of Immortal: Shapeshifter, Dreamweaver
Peril Role: Courtier
Function: can influence dreams and thoughts, wrote the book The Fists, the Killers, and Ruckball; the True Story of Two Teams and One Sport that Changed the Empire
Book: TotcJ, SL

Name: Izzorah (Rah, or Izzy) Ceeow
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Kin
Type of Immortal: Changeling
Peril Role: Rookie
Function: Lover of Luc Saint-Cyr, Izzorah suffered a heart attack and revived in such a way he was revealed to be a Sempervian.
Book: SL, FMH

Name: Joss Avaton
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Type of Immortal: Telepathic, Scripter
Peril Role: Penance
Function: Paying Penance at beginning of Surrender Love, had played Peril opposite Angus Nanchonta and lost on a technicality.
Book: SL
**Name: Keren Alderon**  
Gender: Non-gendered or Androgynous (PGP: phe)  
Type of Being (Presumed): Telepathic  
Type of Immortal: Chiasmii  
Peril Role: Judge  
Function: Judge who frees Khyff in AB1, friend of Luc Saint-Cyr and Somnoll O’Venna, parent of Liu Alderon  
Book: AB1

**Name: Luc Saint-Cyr**  
Gender: Male  
Type of Being (Presumed): Human  
Type of Immortal: Warrior  
Peril Role: Harbinger  
Function: Sen’dai (Mentor) to Senth Antonello and others in Thieves’ Guild, owner of Lucsondis Enterprises (a conglomerate), wealthiest man in Tarthian Empire  
Book: AB1, AB2, TotcA, TotcJ, TotcW, SL, FMH

**Name: Mahikos ap Lorectic**  
Gender: Male  
Type of Being (Presumed): Reborn  
Type of Immortal: Shapeshifter  
Peril Role: non-player  
Function: Father of Pietas and Dessy ap Lorectic, current head of the Sempervian High Council  
Book: SL

**Name: Namalia Primus**  
Gender: Female  
Type of Being (Presumed): Human  
Type of Immortal: Warrior  
Peril Role: in another empire during current time  
Function: Former prime minister of the Tarthian Empire.  
Book: SL
**Name: Paladin**
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Spyryt (winged)
Type of Immortal: Spyryt
Peril Role: non-player
Function: Only Sempervian to leave Peril, a winged immortal
Book: SL

**Name: Pietas ap Lorectic**
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Type of Immortal: Shapeshifter, Empath
Peril Role: Gamemaster
Function: Gamemaster of Peril, Ruler of the Sempervians, known by the names Impaler, Hammer of God, Marauder, Soul Ripper, Destroyer of Worlds, Slayer of Innocents, Hound of Hell
Book: AB2, TotcA, TotcJ, TotcW, SL

**Name: Rheyn Destoiya**
Gender: Female
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Type of Immortal: Shapeshifter
Peril Role: Conqueror
Function: Ruler of the Tarthian Empire, friend and ally of Luc Saint-Cyr, was in love with Alitus Vivaldi
Book: AB1, AB2, TotcA, TotcJ, TotcW, SL

**Name: Roth Kloven**
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Human
Type of Immortal: Hunter
Peril Role: Hunter
Function: Tarthian Empire Minister of Defense, ally to Empress Destoiya
Book: TotcA, TotcJ, SL
**Name: Som O’Venna (Somnoll)**
Gender: Non-gendered or Androgynous (PGP: he)
Type of Being (Presumed): Chiasmii
Type of Immortal: Telepathic, Empath, Shield
Peril Role: Sleeper
Function: Leader of the APLA (All People's Liberation Army) in Tarthian Empire and known as the Sleeper. Ranks: Colonel (*At the Mercy of Her Pleasure*), General (*For Women Only*)
Book: AB1, AB2, TotcJ

**Name: Harmyn Coeur**
Gender: Non-gendered or Androgynous (PGP: he)
Type of Being (Presumed): Chiasmii
Type of Immortal: Telepathic, Empath, Shield
Peril Role: Base
Function: base for Somnoll (Som) O’Venna, androgynous being created by Pietas ap Lorectic as an experiment on Sempervia
Book: AB1, AB2, TotcJ

**Name: Tira Hadrian**
Gender: Non-gendered or Androgynous (PGP: phe)
Type of Being (Presumed): Chiasmii
Type of Immortal: Healer
Peril Role: Healer
Function: *sonnospetro* (sleep ghost) capable of entering patient's dreams, member of the rebellion
Book: AB2, SL

**Name: Yros ap Lorectic**
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Changeling
Type of Immortal: Shapeshifter
Peril Role: non-player
Function: Twin to Zeri (who is missing), Yros is kept in utter seclusion, unaware that anyone else exists other than himself and his android tutors. He speaks few words and has no concept of gender, sexuality, or anything outside the tiny world of his rooms and garden. Last set of twins created during the Sabbath Experiment. He is eleven in *For Women Only*.
Book: AB2, TotcA
Name: Zeri ap Lorectic
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Changeling
Type of Immortal: Shapeshifter
Peril Role: non-player
Function: Twin to Yros, he was separated from his twin at birth and kept in stasis, then released several years later. Due to this, their physical ages are different. Last set of twins created during the Sabbath Experiment. His current whereabouts are unknown, and as part of her role in Peril, Empress Destoiya is hunting for him with the help of an android named Braun
Book: AB2, TotcA
Androids

Android Sentience - Definitions
Android sentience is argued by many in science fiction. Sentience is defined as "a state of elementary consciousness, the faculty through which the external world is apprehended, and the readiness to perceive sensations."
The following (in alphabetical order) are aspects of sentience.
Atonement - Sacrificial compensation for wrongdoing offered to victim, higher authority or deity.
Civilization - Formal or informal laws or traditions which govern group behavior.
Communication - Expression or articulation and transfer of information or concepts to those who do not share the same language.
Conscience - Understand right and wrong and form personal morality.
Imagination - Visualize beyond present knowledge and reality.
Independent Will - Exhibit behavior not influenced by external controls.
Justice - Recognition of a higher authority's standard of conduct and the use of that standard to determine guilt and punishment.
Self-Awareness - Consider effects of thoughts, personal nature and individual conduct.
Tools - Use of items other than personal extremities to accomplish an objective such as art, work, language or expression.
Use of and control of fire - Use of some form of kinetic heat energy.
Worship - Recognition of and supplication to a spiritual presence, authority or deity.
In the Tarthian Empire, worship has not been directly observed in human-fleshed androids. Rumors of android worship centers are unsupported by evidence, but all other aspects have been observed. There are still holdouts where androids are concerned, and prejudice against giving them equal rights abounds.

Android - Definition
Definition of android:
Androids are human-shaped beings and have multiple functions and uses, chief of which is to interact with humans. Not all androids have sentience or free will.
Tarthian Empire androids generally have human-looking skin/hair or appearance. They are often referred to as droids. They sometimes refer to themselves as "iron" although little or no actual iron is found in their systems.
Bot - Definition
Bots are machines fabricated for specific jobs, such as security, transport, cleaning, etc. A hyphen is used to separate the function of the machine from the bot designation. Examples; cleaner-bot, porter-bot, hover-bot, camera-bot
Exception: Copbot is a rank among android police, and is not hyphenated. Another exception is bagbot. In the Tarthian Empire, the term bagbot has been used so often and for so long that it is no longer hyphenated. Company names such as idBot and TicketBot are not hyphenated.
Android Referees in Peril

All referees are human-skinned androids and possess at least modified free will. They report to Uurah, the Chief enforcer of the referees. Android characters have only one name.

Name: Braun
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Android
Relationship to Immortals (if any): Referee
Role: Assigned to Rheyn Destoiya (personal mission)
Function: Reports to Empress Destoiya, Searching for Zeri ap Lorectic, a child Changeling belonging to Destoiya
Book: Future character

Name: Erato
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Android
Relationship to Immortals (if any): Referee
Role: Referee
Function: Assigned to Joss Avaton
Book: Future character

Name: James
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Android
Relationship to Immortals (if any): Referee
Role: Driver/bodyguard for Luc Saint-Cyr
Function: Luc Saint-Cyr's driver and bodyguard, human-skinned
Book: SL

Name: McDoth
Gender: Male
Type of Being (Presumed): Android
Relationship to Immortals (if any): Master Referee
Role: Butler
Function: Butler to Luc Saint-Cyr, oversees security, manages household and personal affairs, possesses free will, human-skinned
Book: AB1, AB2, TotcA, TotcJ, TotcW, SL
**Name: Prentice**  
Gender: Male  
Type of Being (Presumed): Android  
Relationship to Immortals (if any): Master Referee  
Role: Bodyguard  
Function: Bodyguard to Rheyn Destoiya, possesses free will, human-skinned  
Book: AB1, AB2, TotcJ, SL

**Name: Triablo**  
Gender: Male  
Type of Being (Presumed): Android  
Relationship to Immortals (if any): Referee  
Role: Unassigned  
Function: Usually assigned to Angus Nanchonta  
Book: Future character

**Name: Uurah**  
Gender: Male  
Type of Being (Presumed): Android  
Relationship to Immortals (if any): Chief Referee  
Role: Referee  
Function: Referee to Pietas ap Lorectic, known as the "Trigger for Pietas's Gun", Pietas's bodyguard, as the Master Referee responsible for enforcing rules for other androids, possesses free will, human-skinned. He is the only android that Pietas is prohibited from killing, and who can override Pietas's commands. He was created at the request of the other Sempervians, and the version of him seen in current books is not the first. He took a lot of tweaking. Any "upgrades" are overseen by McDoth and Prentice together.  
Book: AB2, TotcW, TotcJ, SL


*Lives of Luc Saint-Cyr*

**(AKA) Cyken Tomarus**

In previous lives, Luc Saint-Cyr has used many names (some surnames have been lost to history, as have his roles). Known names are presented in alphabetical order. Famous names are noted. He was not always the "good guy." He has been known by other names but to prevent spoilers some are not listed here.

Aurelius

Cyken Tomarus - "Humanity's Friend" so named by the Chosen

Cyr "Lucky Typhin" de Typhin - helped build and design Tarth City

Erebus Donsa - Artist

Karn Lucas - Actor

Timorus Kreyk - Spy who stole medical patents

Kush - Warrior

Lex Jensarr - Agitant who served as a journalist

Luther

Marston

Neene Saint-Thomas - Only Sempervian to win a perfect game of Peril

Nyx Tencyr

Ran Holding - farmer on Mjuka who fought for civil rights

Roklin

Sandel

Stomahr

Til Sondis - Musician (Luc Saint-Cyr always keeps pianos in his homes, but has never been known to play one)
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The books are sorted by name within the categories of non-fiction, contemporary fiction, and science fiction / science fiction romance. A free sampler catalog is listed at the end.

Non-Fiction

_Tarthian Empire Companion, an illustrated World-Building Bible and Guide to Writing a Science Fiction Series_

For the science fiction writer, this volume teaches you how to build believable worlds, track details of your story, organize your writing and lay out your story bible. Novice or experienced, you will pick up tricks and tips. This EPIC eBook Award winning writer shares organizational tips, links to marketing sites, groups supporting writers, science fiction groups and more.

For the science fiction fan, the Companion reveals the worldbuilding magic that makes Kayelle Allen’s Tarthian Empire tick. She shares every character in every book, 10k years of future history, offers inside peeks at scenes and stories, lays out a quick tour of the Empire and dishes up a surfeit of secrets, all in one illustrated volume. Original art by Jamin Allen and Kayelle Allen.

**Contemporary Fiction**

**A Romance for Christmas**

This sweet feel-good holiday romance reaffirms all you love about Christmas. It's Christmas Eve and the end of a year in which everything Dara loves was lost. Everything but her little girl and a fierce determination to survive. When a cop brings Christmas to her door, he brings another gift she never expected to get.

Available free on Kindle Unlimited
Amazon [https://amzn.to/1wpW8qE](https://amzn.to/1wpW8qE)
Amazon print [https://amzn.to/2ceQsAk](https://amzn.to/2ceQsAk)

**Science Fiction / Science Fiction Romance**

**An Immortal's Guide to Tarth**

An Immortal's Guide to Tarth is a tongue-in-cheek look at what relocating to the Tarthian Empire would be like for the immortals in books by Kayelle Allen. A bit of fiction, written in a non-fiction way, the book offers guidance from Joss Avaton, one of the immortals. Provides dire warnings about who not to cross, what to do about pesky Mundanes (namely, those annoying humans) and who among the Chosen is not to be trusted.

The role playing game of Peril is spelled out, with downloads for character sheets and rules. Includes a who's who among the immortals and stats of the players, with never before revealed secrets about Luc Saint-Cyr, Pietas and others.

A must have for fans of the Tarthian Empire series. This handy guide will inform, entertain and provide peeks behind the curtain.

Amazon [https://amzn.to/1OFVCOI](https://amzn.to/1OFVCOI)


Antonello Brothers 1, At the Mercy of Her Pleasure

A fast scifi romance with an adorable, fun-loving hero who's half-human and half-cat. She's a by-the-book army captain. Do opposites attract? Oh, mercy!

Hired to steal back a prototype taken by the imperial armada, Senth Antonello retrieves it, but his brother is kidnapped to force Senth to surrender the device.

Now he has to rescue his brother, outsmart the armada and keep the item out of imperial hands. All doable, except for one small problem. He must do it in the company of NarrAy Jorlan, a genetically altered woman whose pheromones could enhance the mission or crumble it into dust with a single siren kiss.

He's a thief. She's a soldier. Do opposites attract? Oh, mercy!

Publisher: Romance Lives Forever Books

Available free on Kindle Unlimited
Amazon
Amazon print
CreateSpace (Print)

Antonello Brothers 2, For Women Only

The truth will destroy her family. Yet how can she leave Khyff to suffer in the darkness that binds him? His secret truth is her people's darkest lie.

When Mehfawni Ruh, a Kin ambassador, visits the capitol planet of the empire, she meets security expert Khyff Antonello, a human. A death in her family forces Fawni to return home, but she can't bear to part with Khyff and takes him along. Her family demands she cast out the human, or abdicate her future rule.

Fawni searches for an alternative and stumbles upon Khyff's secret. The cover-up, if exposed, will betray her world to its enemies and bare her family to open shame. Her duty is clear. Yet how can she leave Khyff to suffer in the darkness that binds his heart?

His secret truth is her people's darkest lie.

Publisher: Romance Lives Forever Books

Available free on Kindle Unlimited
Amazon
Amazon (print)
CreateSpace (Print)
Antonello Brothers Boxed Set

In these sweet scifi romance love stories, you'll meet the virginal young thief Senth and his big brother, Khyff, a former pleasure slave who's gained his freedom and now lets no one touch him. The Antonello Brothers scifi romance boxed set contains the Thieves' Guild Handbook, plus full versions of At the Mercy of Her Pleasure and For Women Only. These are sweet stories with a kick.

In At the Mercy of Her Pleasure, professional thief Senth Antonello must retrieve a device stolen by the Imperial Armada, but his brother is kidnapped to force Senth to surrender it. His new partner, NarrAy Jorlan, is a genetically altered woman who could enhance the mission, or crumble it into dust with a single siren kiss. He's a fun-loving thief. She's a by-the-book soldier. Do opposites attract? Oh, mercy!

In For Women Only, Ambassador Mehfawni Ruh discovers the secret Khyff hides. What he knows could destroy her people and prevent her from leading them. She should shun the human, but how can she leave Khyff to suffer in the darkness that binds his heart? His secret truth is her people's darkest lie.

Meet Senth and his big brother Khyff, and round out the fun with secrets of the shadowy Thieves' Guild (of which Senth is a premier member).

Join two tough brothers as they work for freedom and find their true loves.

Amazon [https://amzn.to/1Qagex7] 

Antonello Brothers Bro, the Story Behind the Antonello Brothers

When you can make yourself invisible, invisible truths are revealed.

Senth and Khyff, the Antonello Brothers from At the Mercy of Her Pleasure and For Women Only, did not grow up together. They were separated at Senth's birth. Bro shows how and why and what event reunited them.

Dramatic, funny, yet touching. Bro takes you inside the Tarthian Empire and introduces you to three of its major denizens: brothers Senth and Khyff Antonello and Luc Saint-Cyr. You'll find them in many stories in the Empire. Come and meet them in Bro.

Free on author website [https://kayelleallen.com/bro]
**Bringer of Chaos, the Origin of Pietas**

Pietas is an Ultra, an all-but-immortal warrior who leads the fight against the oppressive human race that created his people. But when he's captured and exiled to an alien world, his only ally is Six, a human who's been as betrayed as he was. To cross the continent and find other Ultras, Pietas must overcome his centuries-long distrust of humans and rely on Six. This mortal will either become his closest living friend or the human whose betrayal triggers all-out vengeance by the most powerful immortal ever born.

Available free on Kindle Unlimited
Amazon [https://amzn.to/28QOTpb](https://amzn.to/28QOTpb)
Amazon print [https://amzn.to/1SSmueB](https://amzn.to/1SSmueB)

**Human Perfect**

Christa hates androids. The texture of plastiflesh skin and the non-smell of the animate machines jars her senses. Don't get her started on robots, or worse -- the andys that look human. Her job as a corporate spy for the android maker Innersoul puts her in touch with the creatures every day, but also lets her judge them. When she runs into a Humancopy agent, she can't believe her luck. Christa shares dinner with him and it becomes apparent he is not what he seems. Christa must decide whether he’s a trustworthy human, a Human Perfect android, or something she never, ever considered.

In the android business, the best of the best are Human Perfect.

Available free on Kindle Unlimited
Amazon [http://amzn.to/1IpUYlM](http://amzn.to/1IpUYlM)
Tales of the Chosen 1, Wulf


Wulf Gabriel longs for freedom. A superstar in the Tarthian Empire, he is bound by an unscrupulous agent to a restrictive contract. With his career threatened and his life at risk, Wulf must trust the one man he swore would never again control him -- Luc Saint-Cyr, the Harbinger.

For the Harbinger, saving Wulf is a matter of asserting his will. The enigmatic Luc's legendary power makes him the most feared man in the empire. But to win Wulf's heart, Luc will have to risk baring his own.

Amazon https://amzn.to/1wNSwRZ

Tales of the Chosen 2, Alitus

Life gets complicated when the empress orders Alitus to find out if a friend's lover is having an affair. Especially since the affair is with Alitus. Passion. Submission. Loyalty. A Chosen bares his heart forever.

Alitus lives in a world full of political intrigue and he is supremely alone. As a Better, an enhanced human, he can touch no one -- his pheromones are addictive. He keeps his affair with Wulf secret, because Wulf belongs to another, a powerful man allied with the empress. When the man asks the empress to investigate whether Wulf is having an affair, Wulf's relationship with Alitus could be exposed. Complicating matters, the empress reveals her immortality and requires Alitus to prove his loyalty. Her test will throw him straight into Wulf's arms, right in front of the empress and Wulf's lover. Hiding what they are to each other has taken discipline and denial. Now, it will take a miracle.

Amazon https://amzn.to/1b5XkKG
**Tales of the Chosen 3, Jawk**

When immortal Luc Saint-Cyr arranges a ménage with Wulf and Jawk, he gets far more than he bargained for. Pleasure. Trust. Possession. A Chosen's betrayal is forever.

Jawk works at Batchelors, an exclusive gay club in the heart of Tarth City, where he meets the immortal Luc. Luc offers Jawk a deal too good to pass up, one night showing him and his lover a good time in exchange for far more than his usual pay. But the sensual Jawk is not what he seems and one night with him will change the immortal's alliances forever.

Amazon  [https://amzn.to/1b5XvWn](https://amzn.to/1b5XvWn)

**Tales of the Chosen Boxed Set**

Whom do you trust when you live forever? The C.H.O.S.E.N. But trust them at your peril.

In the secret society of the Chosen, a group of mortals who serve the immortal Sempervians, being gay or straight is no different from being brown-eyed or blue-eyed. No one notices or cares. But disloyalty among the Chosen is punishable by death and in this trilogy, everyone’s loyalty is questioned.

Covert alignments, mistrust, mistakes and regrets pepper the playing field. Both the Chosen and the Sempervians harbor enemies and spies within their ranks -- some known and tolerated, others concealed behind layers so convoluted eternity isn't long enough to figure them out. When you factor in multiple allegiances and aliases, knowing who to trust takes on a whole new level of danger -- especially if you live forever.

When the fate of hearts rivals the fate of worlds, victory costs everything.

Includes Bonus Book: An Immortal's Guide to Tarth; A Handbook for Immortals Relocating to the Tarthian Empire

A bit of fiction, written in a non-fiction way, An Immortal's Guide to Tarth offers guidance from Joss Avaton, one of the immortals. She provides dire warnings about which immortal not to cross, what to do about pesky Mundanes (namely, those annoying humans) and who among the Chosen is not to be trusted.

Amazon  [https://amzn.to/1Ke65fX](https://amzn.to/1Ke65fX)
The Last Vhalgenn

Honor. Duty. Ritual. When she took the newborn prince to his homeland for a ritual, she never dreamed what she would bring back.

The Vhalgenn is a warrior, bedmate, soulmate, companion and friend. Trusted by the king. Hated by the queen. To save the newborn prince, Raik will risk her position, her honor and death itself to honor the Old Ways. But when she takes the newborn prince to the queen's homeland for a ritual blessing, she discovers a betrayal so deep the kingdom -- and her heart -- might never recover.

Available free on Kindle Unlimited
Amazon http://amzn.to/1CKsIIo
Amazon (print) http://amzn.to/2f06vyq
CreateSpace (print) http://bit.ly/vhalgenn-csp

Trailing Kaiwulf

Find an invisible man in another dimension? All in a day's work at TRAIL.
Travel to a godforsaken planet on the outskirts of space. Check. Hold intrusive military goons at bay. Check. Find an invisible man in a different dimension. Check. Finish the vacation TRAIL jerked you back from to do it? Easier said than done.

Yanked back from their first vacation in ages, Jee and Dane get handed a top priority mission. The pay is better than they've earned before as agents for the Trace, Rescue and Identification League. After this, they might not need jobs. They're the best there is and the item, person, or secret hasn't been invented that these two can't recover. Until now. After all, how do you find an invisible man in another dimension? The archaeologist in charge can't afford this fee and neither can the military. So the real question is who -- or what -- is behind the request to trail Kaiwulf?

Available free on Kindle Unlimited
Amazon http://amzn.to/1CKsWPZ
Amazon print http://amzn.to/2dvC9pK
Sampler Catalogs

Teasers and Tastes

Do you like finding new books to read? You'll want to read books by the authors in this collection after reading their samples. These romance book authors provide teasers and tastes of their books for you to read online. The sampler is a free online book you can pop in any book reader and enjoy. Then, find the authors you like and read a book by that author. Indulge in this decadent collection of Teasers and Tastes from some of today's hottest romance authors in a variety of romance genres. This catalog includes excerpts from 21 bestselling and award-winning romance authors. If you enjoy the excerpt, you know you're going to love the book! Follow the links to snag a guaranteed good read and sign up for the author's newsletter so you never miss future releases, contests or appearances. Please share with your friends! Authors include: Sabrina York, Cat Johnson, Delilah Devlin, Elle James, Sharon Hamilton, Jayne Rylon, Paige Tyler, Donna Michaels, Heather Long, Kayelle Allen, Pam Binder, Denyse Bridger, Cynthia D'Alba, Tina Donahue, Lucy Felthouse, Desiree Holt, Sable Hunter, Jennifer Kacey, Gina Lamm, Delilah Marvelle, Nicole Morgan, Lexi Post, Beth Williamson. All authors are New York Times, USA Today Bestselling authors, award winners, or all three.

Amazon https://amzn.to/21TxzCS
Barnes and Noble https://bit.ly/1ROdQ2L
Kobo https://bit.ly/1ROdRne
Contacting Kayelle

Have a question? Want to know about something or someone left out of the book? Found an error? You can reach Kayelle Allen via email at author@kayelleallen.com
Homeworld https://kayelleallen.com
Twitter https://twitter.com/kayelleallen
Facebook https://facebook.com/kayelleallen.author
G+ https://plus.google.com/+KayelleAllen/
Pinterest https://pinterest.com/kayelleallen
Amazon Author page https://amazon.com/author/kayelleallen

Disclaimers

This is a work of fiction. Names, characters, and incidents depicted in this book are products of the author's imagination, or are used in a fictitious situation. Any resemblances to actual events, locations, organizations, incidents or persons – living or dead – are coincidental and beyond the intent of the author.

To request permission for quotes and for all other inquiries, contact the author via email at author@kayelleallen.com or via the website http://kayelleallen.com